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Abstract

Background: Sickle cell disease (SCD) is a chronic and potentially life-threatening genetic blood disorder with childhood onset. Caring for children with SCD can precipitate greater than average time demands, medical costs, employment constraints, and childcare challenges. Research has shown that family resilience is a key construct capable of enhancing family health and well-being, as well as neutralizing the burden of caring for an ill child. Aim: Applying the Family Resilience Model, this qualitative study involved exploring the phenomenon of family resilience through the perceptions and lived experiences of family caregivers of children with SCD. Methods: 10 self-identified primary SCD caregivers were recruited with the help of the Sickle Cell Association of New Jersey (SCANJ). Three researches and five open-ended interview questions elicited participants’ descriptions of their lived experiences. Results: Using an Interpretive Phenomenological Approach and Donabedian’s conceptual model to analyze data, three categories emerged from verbatim transcriptions of interviews: family experiences and caring for a child with SCD (Structure); family strengths (Process); and resilience & adaptation (Outcome). The emergent theme was Key Family Strengths Fosters Family Resilience and Adaptation. Conclusions: Findings from this study offered insight into the diverse experiences of caring for children with SCD in the framework of family resilience. Results can facilitate the enhancement of family resilience and adaptation for future families and in designing care specifically tailored for these family caregivers. Recognizing resilience processes utilized by family caregivers of children with SCD is important for future research and to render support by healthcare practitioners.
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1. Introduction

Sickle cell disease (SCD) is a group of potentially life-threatening genetic blood disorders with childhood onset affecting millions of people worldwide [1]. It is an auto-recessive blood disorder and the affected child inherits two abnormal hemoglobin genes from both parents [2] [3]. Abnormal hemoglobin impedes the production of red blood cells in SCD. This causes the normally round red blood cell to become elongated and assume the shape of a crescent [4], which results in the decreased flow of red blood cells through the blood vessels to various parts of the body. Over time, this will lead to painful sickle cell crises, anemia, infections, and multiple organ damage [5].

Being that SCD symptoms begin in childhood, parents and family members become the main caregivers of affected children [6]. Family caregivers of children with SCD experience many demands and challenges that can include, but are not limited to the reorganization of family lives, family conflicts, marital disharmony, and disrupted social and family activities. In addition, families may experience employment instability, financial constraints, regular monitoring and assessments of their children and instituting strategies and preventative measures aimed at reducing triggers and enabling their children to deal with the disease [7] [8] [9] [10]. Furthermore, family caregivers may be burdened with the frequent use of emergency room services, hospitalizations as a result of painful sickle cell crises, stigmatization, stereotyping, blame, misconceptions, and overall poor quality of life and well-being [8] [10] [11] [12] [13].

Caring for children with SCD is a lifelong process that includes home management and the frequent use of healthcare services [14]. As such, most families have both the responsibilities of normal parenting and those related to caring for the ill child. In the United States alone, SCD accounts for an average of 197,000 emergency room visits annually, with a hospitalization rate of 29% [15]; 113,098 hospital admissions per year; and, $500 million in annual medical costs [16]. The disease further accounts for 31.9% of the hospital 30-day readmission rate, the highest rate even when compared with heart disease and kidney disease [17]. The medical costs for the over 70,000 people affected by SCD in the United States are estimated to exceed $1.1 billion annually [14]. Unhealthy family functioning can lead to several other medical and mental health issues, such as behavioral disturbances and poor quality of life [18].

The management of SCD remains basic and suboptimal. It is usually geared toward pain management, hydration, the prevention of infection with prophylactic penicillin, and the avoidance of triggers such as cold or hot weather and trauma [19]. Treatment modalities include blood transfusions and, most recently, the use of hydroxyurea [20]. Hydroxyurea is a relatively new chemotherapeu-
tic agent that decreases the frequency of painful crises, blood transfusions, acute chest syndrome (ACS), and hospitalization [21]. There is currently no definitive cure for SCD except for costly and often inaccessible bone marrow transplant and gene therapy [22].

These demands and challenges can compromise the caregiver’s health and well-being and consequently impair family functioning. However, family resilience defined as family traits or characteristics that help family members overcome difficulties and survive the daily life challenges of caring for an ill family member can help minimize these challenges [23]. It is assumed that the ways in which a family deals with these challenges will ultimately affect family functioning, caregiver overall health, and child outcomes. Therefore, it is important to understand the practices and processes which help family caregivers of children with SCD to buffer these challenges and attain positive outcomes in the face of such a stressful life event.

Theoretical Framework

The Family Resilience Model (FRM) is the theoretical framework that guided this study [24]. It serves as a conceptual map to identify key factors that clinicians can facilitate to strengthen family resilience [25]. The ways in which families work together to acquire information and skills and to process the information are important aspects of family resilience [26]. Family resilience plays a role in exploring family relationships, surviving a crisis, creating opportunities for growth out of adversity, and developing skills to share with other people experiencing similar situations [27]. Family resilience is operationalized as a process that occurs over time rather than a trait [24] [28]. It creates an avenue for identifying and fostering key family strengths and resources that have the ability to reduce stress and vulnerability in high-risk situations, enhance healing and growth out of crises, and allow families to overcome prolonged adversity [24].

The FRM is relational and contextual because it views family crises through a positive resilience lens, highlighting the resources families possess that influence their ability to rebound from disruptive life experiences [24] [29]. Another premise is that family resilience enables the family to be compassionate in seeking to understand parental life challenges, foster harmonious relationships, and look for unrecognized strengths among family members [30]. No single trait defines a resilient family [24] [30] [31]. However, three basic dimensions of strengths and resources enable them to rally together in times of crisis to buffer stress and minimize family dysfunction: 1) family belief systems; 2) family organizational patterns; and 3) communication and problem solving (see Figure 1). They enable the family to survive and thrive in the face of suffering, decrease the risk of dysfunction, and foster positive adaptation [31].

2. Methods

2.1. Design

To explore the phenomenon of family resilience and gain a better understanding
through the lived experiences of SCD family caregiver, a qualitative research design was utilized. Qualitative research allows for a deeper understanding of the lived experiences of study participants [32]. As stated by Reference [33], “To understand SCD caregivers’ experiences, personal stories must be elicited to capture their human experiences” (p. 2).

2.2. Sampling

Participants for this study were selected through purposive and snowball sampling with the help of Sickle Cell Association of New Jersey (SCANJ) for a period of 3 months from December through March. Participants were intentionally recruited as they had experiences with caring for a child with SCD. Participants included 10 self-identified primary caregivers of children with SCD (\(n = 9\) mothers, \(n = 1\) father) who were between the ages of 23 to 48 years. The justification for this sample size was based on the recommendation of sample size of 5 - 25 as adequate for a qualitative study. In addition, this sample size was accepted once data saturation was noted [32]. This sample size is adequate for data gathering in an interpretive phenomenological analysis (IPA) study [34] because it is in-depth and time-consuming as the concern is with gaining complete insight into each participant’s narrative. Each participant met the following inclusion criteria: be between the ages of 18 and 75 years old, lived in the same household as the child with SCD, served as the primary caregiver to the child, and communicated in English. Participants were excluded if they are not the primary caregivers of the child and if the child did not live in the same household as the participant.

2.3. Data Collection

This study was approved by Kean University Institutional Review Board (IRB).
Permission to conduct research was also obtained from SCANJ. In addition, the researcher obtained approval from the Kean University Center for Leadership and Service to recruit participants through Kean University by placing flyers around the university premises. Once interested participants contacted the researcher, a brief telephone interview was conducted to ensure eligibility. After establishing eligibility, the researcher explained the study and its purpose to the potential participants. Participants were informed that there were no direct benefits for participating in the study. Once the potential participant expressed continued interest and agreed to participate, an interview date and time was scheduled according to the participant’s availability.

Prior to beginning any interview participants were informed of their rights which included that participation in the study was strictly voluntary, they had the right to refuse to answer any question or discuss anything that would cause them any emotional discomfort as well as the right to terminate the interviews at any time without questions asked. Interviews were conducted at public facilities in private offices. To maintain confidentiality and anonymity, each participant received a unique identifying code (e.g., P1-P10). Though the participants used their names on the Informed Consent forms, no other forms directly linked their identities.

Interview questions were semi-structured and open-ended. This allowed the participants to give as much detailed information as they felt necessary to answer the questions and allowed the researcher to ask probing questions [35]. Interviews lasted approximately 30 to 45 minutes. Interviews continued until data saturation was reached; that is, when there were no more repetitive and abundant themes and categories emerging and the data collection process no longer offered any new or relevant data [36] [37]. To eliminate bias the audio recordings were immediately sent to a third party not familiar with the study for verbatim transcription.

2.4. Data Analysis

The researcher used the Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis (IPA) approach for data analysis [38]. The use of an IPA approach allowed the study participants to share their lived experiences and stories as they chose without any distortion [39]. Data analysis began by reading each verbatim transcript in totality, and then re-reading them several times. Field notes were reviewed. While reading the transcripts individually and listening to the audio recordings, the researcher made notes on the margins and identified significant and recurrent themes, similar language, and ideas. Any significant statements made by participants and noted themes with relevance to the research questions were coded. Coding was used to identify the themes, problems, similarities, and dissimilarities presented through the participants’ stories and interpreted by the researcher [40]. Once coding was completed, the codes were further analyzed across all data. Similar codes from each participant were grouped together and categorized. To ensure qualitative rigor and a more in-depth thematic analysis, a
second level data analysis was conducted using NVivo software. This analysis identified common themes across the data that addressed the research questions. The researcher used open coding, which involved using a brainstorming technique described by Reference [41] to “open up the data to all potentials and possibilities contained within them” (p. 160).

3. Findings

3.1. Participant Demographics

Study participants consisted of a diverse population of nine mothers and one father. The father identified as immigrant from Nigeria while the mothers consisted of African American \(n = 2\) and immigrants from West African countries such as Nigeria \(n = 3\), Cameroon \(n = 1\), and Ghana \(n = 2\). One participant identified as being from the West Indies \(n = 1\) and another identified as being from Haiti \(n = 1\). Two other African American family caregivers of children with SCD expressed a willingness to participate in the study but later cancelled because their children were hospitalized. Table 1 provides a snapshot of the participant demographics.

3.2. Thematic Analysis

Based on the FRM [24], the study queried:

Table 1. Demographic characteristics of participants \(N = 10\).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>(N)</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christian</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catholic</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marital Status</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Married</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Never Married</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divorced</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>African American</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highest Level of Education Completed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High School</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employed</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Living in the Same Household as Child</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary Caregiver</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1) What are family experiences of caring for children with SCD?
2) What strategies do family caregivers of children with SCD use to deal with their experiences so they can effectively adapt?
3) What family resilience processes are essential for successful adaptation among family caregivers of children with SCD?

All study participants were asked the following open-ended questions to elicit their SCD caregiver experiences and family resilience factors they utilize and considered essential for successful adaptation: 1) Tell me about your family experiences in caring for the child in your family identified with SCD. 2) Please tell me about your family beliefs that help your family when dealing with experiences related to taking care of the child with SCD. 3) Please tell me about the ways your family organizes the family unit as they deal with the experiences associated with caring for the child with SCD. 4) How does your family communicate and problem-solve when responding to their experiences from taking care of the child with SCD? 5) What are the things your family does that you find helpful in dealing with your experiences in taking care of your child with SCD?

Focusing on the three research questions, the coding process revealed three categories and ten subcategories: 1) family experiences of caring for a child with SCD—(structure): experiences of caregivers, experiences of the child, family challenges, 2) family strengths (process)—communication, empathy/sympathy, family/social support, and 3) resilience & adaptation (outcome)—coping, medical management, child advocacy, and spiritual/religious beliefs. The findings for each theme are summarized below with the use of exemplar quotes.

**Theme 1: family experiences of caring for a child with SCD**

The primary themes were: a) it is emotionally difficult for families; b) families experience psychological stress; c) families experience financial stress; d) families experience a disruption in family dynamics; e) families experience arguments; f) families experience fear; g) SCD affects the child’s self-efficacy; h) families have little time; and, i) families experience burnout.

**It is emotionally difficult for families.** Caregivers mentioned the emotional difficulties they experience in terms of the family and watching the child experience pain without being able to help. P#10 shared: *The hardest part is not understanding what it feels like when they’re in pain or having a crisis and wanting to take the pain away from them so they don’t feel that... So, it’s kind of hard to sit and watch your kid in pain when you have to wait to get medication administered. You get frustrated.*

P#6 explained: *Emotionally we always like, we don’t want to see her in so much pain. It makes us so sad to see her at times. We even fight about, we blame ourselves like, I don’t know how this happened, how she’s in so much pain.*

**Families experience psychological stress.** Participants described their experience in caring for their child with SCD as one that is associated with a high of psychological stress. P#7 explained: *Just escalated distress and the worry of when next she is going to be sick, and then I always worry about how is my son, her brother, affected in school, because his life is upside down too when I am in the*
hospital. He comes from school there, eats all the junk food in the hospital, goes home around 12, then goes to school, for that period she is in the hospital.

**Families experience financial stress.** As described by family caregivers, their financial stress usually related to the parents not being able to work or losing income. P#8 said:

*I could be in the middle of a shift and he will start going into crisis and once you receive that call from home, you have to make arrangements to cover your shift. Depending on how many days he ends up staying in the hospital, you will have to stay there with him. So, that cuts from the income also.*

**Families experience a disruption in family dynamics.** Caregivers also shared the disruption in other family members’ lives and activities as a result of caring for their child.

Participant #8 shared: “I could not and nobody in my family can really do anything without having the fear in the back of our minds who knows when the crisis will come because you never get the advanced notice that it’s going to come at any specific time.”

**Families experience arguments.** In this theme, caregivers described the disharmony, arguments, and disagreements that occurred within the family unit because of caring for the child with SCD.

Participant #6 said, we even fight about, we blame ourselves like, I don’t know how this happened, how she’s in so much pain. Similarly, P#9 stated: Most times there’s a lot of disagreement, of course, especially between my husband and myself. I become very irritable and sometimes I do not even want to talk to people. You just want to stay by yourself. Basically, my whole family is torn apart because of this.

**Families experience fear.** Family caregivers reported their family members experienced fear and worry about the child becoming ill at any time. P#3 explained feeling fearful: It is like you are always on the edge. You don’t know when he is going to get sick again, and you don’t know when you are going to get that call, so your job becomes second priority.

**Sickle cell disease affects the child’s self-efficacy.** This theme discussed the impact of the disease on the child’s self-efficacy and mental state. P#4 shared; it is challenging for her as a child. She is only 10 years old, and it is challenging for us as a family, because she feels that her other siblings are doing more sports than her, which is very heartbreaking at times.

**Families have little time.** The experience mentioned here was that of families having little time for other activities and for the ill child’s siblings. P#9 expressed; I cannot even do what women my age do. So, it’s very stressful of course on my family. At some point I know they probably feel neglected because all of the attention is going to the sick child. Myself as a woman sometimes I feel like I’m not giving enough attention to the other kids. So, it’s tough.

**Families experience burnout.** This theme refers to the families caring for a child with SCD experiencing burnout and exhaustion. P#5 shared: This disease is no joke. It has impacted my family in several ways. One of the days I actually
took my daughter to the movie theater. She had an episode there and a crisis and she had to [go] straight to the hospital. It is very, very exhausting.

**Theme 2: family strengths**

The eight primary themes were: a) use religion, prayer, faith, and spiritual practices; b) use non-medical remedies; c) family members chip in; d) rely on medical treatment; e) get educated about the disease; f) hope for healing; g) do not disclose SCD; and, h) support from outside the family.

**Use religion, prayer, faith, and spiritual practices.** Caregivers identified religion, prayer, faith, and spiritual practices as a strategy which helps them deal with their experiences so they can effectively adapt. P#4 mentioned, “From the very first, our faith and our spirituality is very important to us in all we do. So being Christians and believing in God and believing in healing is very helpful to us.”

**Use non-medical remedies.** This theme refers to family caregivers of children with SCD using other non-medical remedies, such as essential oils, herbs, and spices, to help alleviate the child’s pain during sickle cell crisis. Consequently, these non-medical remedies helped caregivers to adapt more effectively. #10 states; my grandma mixes nutmeg and coconut oil and all these different spices and herbs and she rubs his body down with it. She rubs in his head and nose and underneath his feet and stuff. She also gives him frozen water with like lemon and stuff on it to pat his head and stuff like that. It worked.

**Family members chip in.** This theme refers to family caregivers of children with SCD relying on family members to help and provide social support to deal with SCD experiences so they can effectively adapt. P#9 shared; Sometimes when she needs to see a consultant or something and probably I’m just like too tired and like today I cannot move I have a niece or a nephew come take the child and take her to the appointment and take it from there if my husband is not available. Once in a while they do step in. I don’t like to ask but when it gets tough there’s always someone willing to help.

**Rely on medical treatment.** This theme refers to family caregivers of children with SCD relying on medical treatment to manage the SCD experiences so they can effectively adapt. P#6 described how their family relied on medical treatment: My family strengths, we make sure she gets her immunizations. We make sure she takes her medication. We make sure she goes to doctor’s appointments. She goes to very often.

**Get educated about the disease.** This theme refers to family caregivers of children with SCD getting educated about the disease to deal with SCD experiences so they can effectively adapt.

P#6 said: We make sure that we read up about the illness and then whenever she’s in pain, we make sure that we take care of her. We give her meds and then if the pain doesn’t go away, we take her to the emergency.

**Hope for healing.** This theme refers to family caregivers hope for healing or a cure to deal with SCD experiences so they can effectively adapt.

P#6 expressed: We believe that she’s going to get better... Mostly what I would
say that is particular to my family is our belief in God that the sickness will go away. My belief now is that God is going to take this illness away in order that she will one day outgrow it. That’s one thing I believe.

**Do not disclose SCD.** This theme refers to family caregivers not disclosing the child’s illness to avoid stigma so they can effectively adapt. P#9 described not disclosing the SCD diagnosis to avoid stigma: *Well, we only talk about the experience within our family or those who know us and our friends. But people who we’re not comfortable with we don’t talk about the illness with them because most of the time she don’t want people to judge you because you get to hear oh you should have known that you have AS, your husband has AS that things like this would happen. We don’t want to deal with the judgment issue and the stigma that comes, you know, we don’t want the child to feel the stigma that comes with having sickle cell disease.*

**Support from outside the family.** This theme refers to family caregivers using support from outside the family as a strategy to deal with SCD experiences so they can effectively adapt.

P#5 shared: *“we have a women’s group in the church. They are very, very helpful and very, very supportive to me and my family. So, we really count on their support most of the times.”*

**Theme 3: resilience & adaptation**

The five primary themes were: a) having spiritual beliefs and practices is essential; b) having support network is essential; c) being an advocate for medical care is essential; d) communication among family members is essential; and, e) finding a way to cope with the stress is essential.

**Having spiritual beliefs and practices is essential.** All study participants shared that one thing they found essential in dealing with the experiences of caring for their child with SCD was their spiritual beliefs and practices. This was described in the form of their spirituality, religion, being prayerful, having faith/trust in God, belief in a higher being, and belief in God. Most participants shared engaging in prayer and believing God would help them get through their challenges regardless of how bothersome it may seem.

**Having support network is essential.** This theme refers to family caregivers of children with SCD relying on family members, church members, and social networks to chip in and provide support to deal with SCD experiences so they can effectively adapt. Almost all participants identified some degree of support from family members (immediate and extended family members), church groups, and social networks as essential for successful adaptation in dealing with their experiences.

**Being an advocate for medical care is essential.** This theme refers to families advocating for the medical care the child needed as being essential for successful adaptation among family caregivers of children with SCD. P#10 expressed; *As a parent with a child you know your child so you should never let someone else tell you what’s going on with your child when you are there with them mostly 24/7 to see and to know when they’re going through a crisis or even*
having a fever or any kind of symptoms that they’re having. You can’t let somebody else tell you that’s not what it is when that’s what you know in your heart that’s what’s going on with your child. You have to advocate and stand firm in what you believe that’s going on with your child.

Communication among family members is essential. This theme refers to open communication among family members being essential for successful adaptation. Most study participants shared the importance of been open-minded things, being able to talk and express one’s feeling or emotions as essential in facilitating adaptation.

We’ve decided that we have to do an open communication. If you’re feeling that you’re being burdened a lot, if you are feeling that you’re carrying the load more you have to talk with the other persons. So, we all share everything. We share the communication; we share our burdens with each other by talking it out. You have to speak it out; you have to talk with everybody.

Finding ways to cope with the stress is essential. This theme refers to finding a way to cope with the stress being essential for successful adaptation. Caregivers reported that they engage in exercises; use essential oils, eucalyptus oil or something with vanilla oil as aromatherapies to “de-stress”. This was reported to be a strategy that was essential in successful family adaptation.

4. Discussion

Study findings revealed SCD family caregivers experience a variety of challenges related to their caregiving role. In juxtaposition, this study also highlighted the practices they found helpful in dealing with those experiences and challenges. Uniquely, study findings offered insight into their diverse lived experiences in the framework of family resilience. This study finding can enhance family resilience and family adaptation for future families, and inform the design of tailor-made interventions for them.

Study findings addressed each of the three research questions. For research question one, SCD caregivers described their family experiences as being associated with emotional difficulty, burnout, psychological and financial stress, disruptions in family dynamics, relationship conflicts, and family disharmony. More than half of all study participants expressed some degree of blame, uncertainty, and fear the child would die; shame and secrecy; and hope for healing and a cure. Noteworthy was the participants’ report of additional negative emotions that can lead to maladaptive behaviors (e.g., lack of disclosure or denial of diagnosis; living in secrecy).

For research question 2, participants shared the strategies they employed in dealing with SCD experiences so they can effectively adapt: religion and prayer, relying on both non-medical and medical approaches, being knowledgeable about the disease process, hoping for healing and a cure, keeping the child’s illness a secret and family collaboration and support.

Regarding research question 3, results showed that despite the numerous
challenges described by SCD family caregivers, they were able to develop and identify diverse family resilience processes that were cultivated over time. This was consistent with the proposition that when faced with stressful life events or adversity, family members and caregivers employ a set of processes to deal with the situation [24]. Focusing on positive adaptation enables distressed families to be viewed with respect and compassion for their struggles and supports their ability to rebound from their challenges by bringing out their best qualities [24]. This study also revealed there is great need to understand the lived experiences of family caregivers of children with SCD and understand the desire of families affected by SCD to find a cure for this devastating illness.

Using the FRM as a guiding framework illustrates how families might adapt to the experiences of caring for a child with SCD through a series of inter-related practices [24]. A singular model cannot measure family function. Family assessment should include their values, structure, resources, and life challenges [42]. Findings from this study corroborated the FRM, which states that families possess resources that influence their ability to rebound from disruptive life experiences [24]. The framework is useful as a means of looking at families as resourceful when dealing with stressful life events and adversities rather than destroyed by their experiences [24]. Families emerge stronger and more resourceful in facing future stressors and challenges [43].

A family resilience framework sheds light into how caregivers cope, adapt, and become proficient when dealing with adversity [44]. The emphasis on family resilience in research and clinical practice offers researchers and practitioners the opportunity to identify and support behaviors and moderating effects that enable families to cope more effectively and emerge resilient from crises or persistent stressors [45].

Study findings contribute to the practice application of family resilience when assessing family caregivers of children with SCD. It enables practitioners to assess families as having common characteristics but at the same time recognize their unique strengths and weaknesses, as well as different pathways and solutions to related problems [45]. For nurses, identifying family strengths and resilience factors during stressful life events can inform the choice of nursing interventions to meet a family’s needs [46]. Therefore, when performing health screenings with caregivers of children with SCD, the nurse must affirm their family strengths. It is also important to consider a family’s cultural values, social location, economic status, and developmental concerns [31]. Finally, a framework highlighting key family resilience processes may lead to the creation and implementation of community-based programs and training programs for healthcare professionals [31] [47].

5. Conclusions

Using an IPA approach [38], the researcher was able to identify several themes related to family caregivers’ experiences in caring for children with SCD and the
family resilience processes they considered essential for successful family adaptation. Study findings revealed that SCD family caregivers developed resilience through processes such as having spiritual beliefs and practices, having a support network, being an advocate for medical care, having open communication among family members, and finding ways to cope with the stress. These findings aligned with the FRM [24] and highlighted the significance of using this framework as a guide in exploring family experiences in dealing with stressful life events.

Interestingly, nine participants described their caregiving experiences as having a negative effect on family functioning. In contrast, one participant described her family experience as challenging but manageable. This participant shared how the family did not view the child as sick and described positive family experiences with daycare. Similarly, more than half of the participants discussed the psychological impact associated with caring for their child. However, only one participant made mention of medical diagnoses; namely, hypertension with depression. One might expect that caregivers of children with SCD would discuss a number of physiological symptoms either resulting from or exacerbation by caring for their child. This may shed some light on how caregivers minimize the impact of their caregiving role.

This study highlighted the importance of continual conversation concerning the emotional impact of guilt, shame, living in secrecy, and denial. The researcher puts forward that social stigma facilitates guilt associated with SCD. Combined, the guilt and social stigma readily lead to feelings of shame. In addition, cognitive dissonance, which is having two conflicting thoughts, can occur when living in secrecy. The family attempts to hide the diagnosis from society, or as individuals. Albeit maladaptive, these approaches serve as emotional protection for the child and his or her caregivers. In addition, the strategy of denial may enable the family caregivers to preserve family dignity. On the other hand, denial and rejection of the SCD diagnosis may actually support hope and faith in God; more specifically, a belief that God will heal the child or the child will outgrow the illness.

Although there are recognizable similarities in SCD caregivers’ experiences, there are also notable variations in how caregivers deal with them. Hearing the stories of how family caregivers of children with SCD deal with and adapt to the challenges they face as a result of their child’s illness can help to develop tailored programs that may help other families overcome the challenges with better adaptation.

**Limitations**

Although the qualitative findings provided thick, rich description of SCD caregivers’ lived experiences, several limitations exist. Purposive sampling may have biased the sampling process because the study participants self-selected for study participation. Recruitment was limited to those caregivers known to the SCANJ...
agency and caregivers who were willing to share their experiences.

Another limitation was that data obtained from the participants (family representatives) were based on the primary caregiver’s perception and the extent of information they were willing to divulge. Participants may have responded in ways they thought the researcher wanted them to respond. In addition, participants may have feared exposure of their (family) information that is not known to the agency. This may have resulted in untruthful or censored information. The sample size for this study was adequate; however, it does not epitomize the larger population of family caregivers of children with SCD. The small sample size may also have jeopardized data saturation.

**Recommendations for Future Research**

Continued family resilience research can produce intervention and preventive strategies that will strengthen family processes. Since study participants were primarily mothers of children with SCD, future studies to explore the family resilience experiences of fathers of children with SCD and other family members using different family structures. This could produce an all-inclusive view of positive family adaptation. In addition, an exploration of the effect of family resilience on the quality of life and health outcomes of children with SCD (i.e. the number of sickle cell crises) is warranted.

Many study participants spoke about secrecy and failure to disclose their child’s illness due to fear of societal stigma. Future research should include qualitative studies exploring caregivers’ perceptions of societal stigma and quantitative studies investigating the effect of societal stigma on caregivers’ health and attitudes. Results also showed caregivers of children with SCD do not talk about the impact of their caregiving experiences in terms of their physical health and well-being. Therefore, their quality of life should be quantitatively assessed. Finally, participants expressed a need for research on genetic education, screening, and counseling among individuals of reproductive age.
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